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A WORD FROM OUR PRESIDENT AND CEO...

Corporate Responsibility is a defining element of 
who we are. We organized our report into four 
priority areas: our People, the Planet, our Community 
Partners and our Products. I believe the structure of 
a formal Corporate Responsibility program, including 
our commitment to developing annual goals and 
targets for each focus area will significantly advance 
the Whirley-DrinkWorks! Team as we continue our 
mission to be great corporate citizens.

We will be good stewards of the planet by 

conducting our business in an environmentally 

responsible manner that exceeds legal 

compliance standards and by supporting 

initiatives that positively impact the quality of 

life in our local and global communities.

OUR STRATEGIC PLANET GOAL
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REPORT SUMMARY

PEOPLE
We have developed a business model that has enabled 
us to provide stable manufacturing jobs for over 500 
full-time, part-time and seasonal TeamMates.  
(At Whirley-DrinkWorks! we call ourselves “TeamMates”, not “employees”)

COMMUNITY PARTNER
We have a long history of giving back to our community 
and with people power. Besides our donations to non-
profits and support of community projects, we also 
developed a Volunteer Time Matching program to 
reward our TeamMates for giving back.

PLANET
In 2011, we adopted a goal of Zero Waste in our 
production and office departments and have been 
making strides in leaps and bounds since, and are on 
target to reach our goal by 2020! (Please see page 7 for 
full results.) Our commitments to continuously reduce 
energy in the production of our products also remains a 
top priority in our corporate strategic goals.

PRODUCT
The core benefit of our reusable cups, mugs, and food 
containers promotes environmental consciousness by 
reducing the number of disposable cups and bottles 
going into the waste stream by hundreds of millions, 
annually. In addition, internal teams and third party 
auditors have consistently shown that our products are 
safe for consumers to use everyday.
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PEOPLE
Our greatest opportunity is to build a competitive advantage 

for the company to ensure sustainable jobs for our TeamMates, 

with safety as our number one priority. We aim to create “One 

Team” that excels in productivity and creativity while providing 

outstanding customer service.

GOOD IDEA CLUB & KAIZEN CARD COMPETITION

In 2016, we updated our TeamMate suggestion system, the 
Good Idea Club, to a completely digital system.  TeamMates 
are encouraged to submit ideas that could streamline 
processes, save money, or conserve resources.  Ideas are 
rewarded with digital coin currency that can be redeemed for 
paid time off or Whirley-DrinkWorks! merchandise. 

The Kaizen Card Competition is a complementary program 
that enables TeamMates to work with their supervisors to 
implement these solutions, capturing before and after pictures 
and quantifying the benefits to key metrics.

Good Ideas, Kaizen Cards, and other Continuous Improvement 
projects are part of our Lean Manufacturing efforts to 
eliminate waste in all forms by empowering TeamMates to 
identify opportunities, make decisions, and implement them.

61.2%

4.7

$110

TeamMates who 
participate in the 
Good Idea Club

Average # of  
ideas per TeamMate 
in 2017

Estimate reward compensation 
per participating TeamMate

In 2018, a Kaizen Card solution for the rerouting of 
water and electric lines to our injection-molding 
presses eliminated trip hazards and wasted space 
that has caused accidents and tight working 
conditions for 30 years! Space savings have 
allowed us to begin packing at the press, reducing 
transportation and delay for customer orders, 
and most importantly - improved safety for our 
TeamMates and visitors.
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PEOPLE

FOSTERING GROWTH FOR OUR FUTURE

PRESIDENT’S AWARD

SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

The President’s Award is given out annually 
at our TeamMate Appreciation Luncheon 
to honor TeamMates for their outstanding 
achievements in the areas of Customer 
Service, Innovation, Teamwork, and 
Community Service.

For our community service category we  
are very proud to honor all TeamMates 
who have served 10 or more years as active 
volunteer firefighters and emergency 
medical technicians.

Children and grandchildren of full and part 
time WDW TeamMates are eligible to apply 
for scholarships to offset tuition cost for 2 
year and 4 year degree programs. We award 
approximately 20 scholarships annually.

We have given over $850,000 in scholarships 
to TeamMates and their families.

81 TeamMates  
recognized  
since 2013
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PEOPLE

FOCUS ON HEALTH & FITNESS
Our organization creates opportunities  

to improve Nutrition, Exercise Frequency,  

Weight Management, and Smoking Cessation.

85 $40 489.2 lbs. 2,254.3 lbs.
# of Whirley-DrinkWorks! 
sponsored fitness club 
memberships in 2017

Average Monthly 
Fitness Discount per 
TeamMate

Lost in 2018 by our 
TeamMates in our 
Biggest Loser Contest

cumulative total pounds 
lost in past 6 years

BIGGEST MOVER PROGRAM

250,000 +
# of exercise minutes 
logged in 2018

62
# of TeamMates currently 
logging minutes in 
Biggest Mover Program
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PEOPLE

WE ENCOURAGE A STATE OF WELLNESS
TeamMates and their spouses are given the opportunity to 

reduce their monthly health insurance premiums by participating 

in our Wellness Program.

FOCUS ON HEALTH & FITNESS

Twice per year, TeamMates and their spouses are invited to 
schedule a free health and wellness screening. An unbiased 
third party provider measures body mass index (BMI), waist 
measurements, blood pressure, and does blood draws for 
Cholesterol, Glucose, and for Tobacco/Nicotine products. 

TeamMates pay lower premiums as their wellness scores improve.

TeamMates are rewarded 
$45/month off of their 
health premiums if they 
do not use tobacco/
nicotine products.

$73
Avg. TeamMate monthly 
premium reduction from 
participating in Wellness 
Program

AVERAGE MONTHLY PREMIUM FOR FAMILY COVERAGE

National

WDW
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ZERRO
Our company-wide 

Zero Waste Hero!

PLANET

GOAL: ZERO WASTE TO LANDFILL BY 2020
Since 2011, we have reduced our 

total waste to landfill by 97%.

REDUCTION IN WASTE TO LANDFILL
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PLANET
REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE.

CONTINUOUS ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM AUDITING

Our Green Team tracks waste reduction efforts monthly. We then 
target areas that need improvement and develop programs to 
tackle them.

We work with EPA’s government used, recycling measurement 
called “Diversion Rate” to track and continuously improve our 
standards.

of wood and paper related products have 
been recycled since 2011.

Equivalent to saving 26,057  
trees from harvesting!

1 , 0 8 5  TO N SIt takes 24 trees to 

produce just one ton 

of paper.
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PLANET

GOAL: CONTINUOUSLY REDUCE  
CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY AND  
NATURAL RESOURCES IN PRODUCTION
To reduce electric requirements from the production process, we 

systematically replace hydraulic injection presses with efficient 

electric presses. By combining the use of LED lighting with 

motion sensors within the factories and warehouses the lighting 

quality is better and only ON when needed. We have numerous 

other initiatives (big and small) in place to reduce electrical 

consumption. The combined effect conserves electricity, saves 

money, and prolongs the life of the lighting fixtures.

75%
less electricity 
than the hydraylic 
molds that we 
replace.

OVERALL ELECTRICITY USAGEFor every 4 
hydraulic molds 
we replace, just 3 
electric presses 
have to be put in, 
which use
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PLANET

44% LESS WATER USED SINCE 2012
Since 2004, we have placed 32 electric presses into service, also 

reducing the total gallons of process wastewater that we have 

consumed. We have plans to add two more in 2019.

WATER USAGE
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COMMUNITY PARTNER

Supporting social programs in our local and global community has 

been an important part of our heritage since the Company was 

founded in 1960. 35% of our TeamMates donate to the United Fund.

ADOPT-A-HIGHWAY PROGRAM

Planet Project Objective: 

Complete an Adopt-a-Highway trash pickup at 
Chapman Dam Road by Whirley-DrinkWorks! 
TeamMates, family and friends at least twice a 
year.

Whirley-DrinkWorks! started the Adopt A 
Highway Program in July 2015. The first pick-up 
was in October 2015.  We have had four pick-ups 
since this project was started. Below are the stats 
of bags collected:

58 Bags of Litter Collected
(since 2015)

RMDC

Hospice

of Warren

Whirley-DrinkWorks! adopted 

2.3 miles of Chapman Dam 

Road and hosts highway 

cleanups every Spring and Fall.
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COMMUNITY IMPACT

The Pennsylvania Association of
Rehabilitation Facilities, Inc.

INDU STRIES , INC.

In recognition of your
commitment to developing

programs to enrich the liv es of
individuals with disabilities.

DI ST INGUISHED
SE RV IC E AWARD

WHIRLEY

Pennsylvania Governor Tom Corbett selected 
Whirley-DrinkWorks! for the Governor’s ImPAct 
Award in May, 2013. The Award is presented to 
the top company in each of 8 regions, statewide, 
who are investing in Pennsylvania and making the 
greatest impact in their communities.

of employing individuals 

with disabilities in 

workcenters.33 YEARS

TEAMMATES AND THE COMMUNITY

Whirley-DrinkWorks! President & CEO, Lincoln Sokolski 
was awarded The Lifetime Achievement Community 
Service Award in 2018. The Community Service Award 
(CSA) is part of the Warren County Chamber of 
Business and Industry’s (WCCBI) highest award for local 
individuals and businesses who add to the community in 
positive ways over many years of service. Our founder, 
Bob Sokolski, was also recognized with the Lifetime 
Achievement Community Service Award in 2014.

ARBOR  DAY
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PRODUCT

SAFE. QUALITY. CUSTOMER FIRST.

SAFE QUALITY FOODS CERTIFICATION
In 2014, we started down the path of achieving 
Safe Quality Foods (SQF) Certification. We 
invested in additional personnel, equipment, and 
adopted new processes with a goal to become 
fully compliant by 2015. In 2015, we completed 
our goal. We received a 90% on our first SQF 
audit, 93% in 2016, a 95% in 2017, and a score of 
98% in 2018. We are committed to continually 
achieving excellence with this trusted source for 
global food safety and quality certification.

All of our products are third-party 

tested and approved for quality 

assurance regarding chemical and 

physical safety. 

manufacturing 

related complaints 

compared to sales0.2%

 

 

is registered as meeting the requirements of the 
 

ASI Food Safety 
500 NW Plaza Drive, Suite 700 
St. Ann, MO 63074 

 
  

 

Scope of Registration (Food Sector Categories and Products) 
 

 
 

 
Certification Details: 
 

Date of Decision: 10/10/2018   Date of Expiry: 11/30/2019  
Date of Audit: 09/07/2018   Date of Next Audit: 09/16/2019 
Certificate Number: 11188   Certification Type: Re-Certification 
 

 
Registration Schedule: 

Tyler Williams, Vice President of Operations 

Charray Williams, CEO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Whirley Industries, Inc. 
140 West Harmar St. 

Warren, Pennsylvania, United States, 16365 
 
 

 
SQF Food Safety Code for Manufacture of Food 

Packaging, Edition 8 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
27. Manufacture of Food Packaging: plastic container packaging 
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PRODUCT

RECYCLED & RECYCLABLE
Since 2004, we have reground and reused over 6.8 

million pounds of plastic and created a product line 

made of 51% recycled materials.

NEW MATERIAL R&D
Our team has created an exclusive mug called 
ReTree™ comprised of 40% recycled paper. The 
paper material in our ReTree™ mug is recovered pulp 
taken from the paper manufacturing process. When 
trees are harvested to create paper, they go through 
a processing phase leaving tons of pulp unused. 
This paper pulp is diverted from the landfill and 
made into a bio-resin which we use to create our 
proprietary ReTree™ blend.

We work with Coca-Cola to 

produce bottles with their 

patented P.E.T PlantBottle 

technology.
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OUR CODE OF CONDUCT

Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining: Whirley-DrinkWorks! will recognize and respect the 
right of employees to freedom of association and collective bargaining, and also to refrain from any or all 
such activities, as required by the law of the United States. 

Nondiscrimination: Whirley-DrinkWorks! expects every TeamMate to work hard with a positive attitude. No 
person will be subject to any discrimination in employment, including hiring, salary, benefits, advancement, 
discipline, termination or retirement, on the basis of gender, race, religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, 
nationality, political opinion, or social or ethnic origin.

Women’s Rights: Female workers shall have the same work opportunities as men, without arbitrary 
restrictions on the types of jobs or special limits on hours of work. Whirley-DrinkWorks! will not use criteria 
related to marital status or reproductive status as conditions of employment. New mothers will be entitled to 
leaves of absence (with the right to return to work) for childbirth and recovery from childbirth.

Harassment or Abuse: Whirley-DrinkWorks! will treat every TeamMate with respect and dignity. No 
TeamMate will be subject to any physical, sexual, psychological or verbal harassment or abuse. Forced Labor: 
Whirley-DrinkWorks! will not use forced labor, whether in the form of prison labor, indentured labor, bonded 
labor or otherwise.

Child Labor: Whirley-DrinkWorks! will not employ persons under the age of 15 or younger than the age for 
completion of compulsory education, whichever is higher.

Health & Safety: Whirley-DrinkWorks! will provide a safe and healthy working environment to prevent 
accidents and injury to health arising out of, linked with, or occurring in the course of work or as a result of 
the operation of our facilities.

Environment: Whirley-DrinkWorks! protects human health and the environment by meeting applicable 
regulatory requirements including air emissions, solid/hazardous waste, and water discharge. Whirley-
DrinkWorks! adopts responsible measures to mitigate negative operational impacts on the environment and 
strives to continuously improve environmental performance.

Hours of Work: Whirley-DrinkWorks! will not require workers to work more than the regular and overtime 
hours allowed by the law of the country where the workers are employed. Except in extraordinary business 
circumstances, the sum of regular and overtime hours in a week will not exceed 60 hours. The regular 
work week will not exceed 48 hours. Workers will be allowed at least 24 consecutive hours of rest in every 
seven day period. Whirley-DrinkWorks! will not require overtime on a regular basis and will compensate all 
overtime work at a premium rate. All overtime shall be consensual.

Compensation: Whirley-DrinkWorks! will provide a level of compensation for a regular work week based on 
hard work, good attitude, creative thinking, experience and seniority that will: (a) in all cases meet, and in 
most cases exceed, legal standards for minimum wage; (b) provide workers who are prudent in managing 
their resources with sufficient income to meet basic needs and provide some discretionary income; and, (c) 
be consistent with a financial model that will best sustain profitable operations and a significant number of 
good jobs. Whirley-DrinkWorks! will comply with all legal requirements on wages and provide any fringe 
benefits required by law or contact.

The Fair Labor Association (FLA) is dedicated to the eradication of sweatshops in the United States and all 
other countries of the world. Whirley-DrinkWorks! agrees with the mission of the FLA and, therefore, this 
Code of Conduct is intended to comply with FLA requirements for ourselves in the United States as well as 
our suppliers located abroad.
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